Abstract. The infinite time Turing machine analogue of Post's problem, the question whether there are supertask degrees between 0 and the supertask jump 0 ▽ , has in a sense both positive and negative solutions. Namely, in the context of the reals there are no degrees between 0 and 0 ▽ , but in the context of sets of reals, there are; indeed, there are incomparable semi-decidable supertask degrees. Both arguments employ a kind of transfinite-injury construction which generalizes canonically to oracles.
§1 The supertask machines
Let us quickly review here how the machines work. For a full account, see [HamLew] . The basic idea is to extend the operation of an ordinary Turing machine into transfinite ordinal time by defining the limit stages of computation. For convenience, we use a three-tape Turing machine model, with separate input, scratch, and output tapes. The successor stages of computation proceed, just as for an ordinary Turing machine, according to a finite program running with finitely many states. Thus, the head reads the tape, reflects on its state and then writes 0 or 1 on the tape and moves left, right or not at all according to the program's rigid instructions. The new behavior occurs at a limit stage: the head is reset to the initial starting position; the machine is placed in the special limit state, just another of the finitely many states; and the values on the cells of the tape are updated by computing the lim sup of the previous cell values. With the limit stage configuration thus completely specified, the machine simply continues the computation. If the halt state is eventually reached, the machine gives as output whatever is written on the output tape. Since there is plenty of time for the machines to deal with infinite input and output, the natural context for the machines is Cantor space 2 ω , which in this paper we denote by R and refer to as the set of reals. Thus, the machines provide notions of computable partial functions f . . . R → R on the reals, as well as notions of decidable and semi-decidable sets of reals A ⊆ R. §1 The supertask machines 3
Just as with Turing machines, we can use a real as an oracle by simply adding an extra oracle tape on which the oracle real is written, and allow the machine freely to consult this oracle tape during the computations. But because the machines provide a notion of decidability and semi-decidability for sets of reals A ⊆ R, we really want an oracle concept also in this case, though of course we can't expect to somehow write out an uncountable set A on the tape. Instead, for an oracle A ⊆ R, we allow the machine to make membership queries of A, by writing out any real x on a special oracle tape and when in the query state receiving the answer yes or no whether x ∈ A or not. Thus, in parallel with the notion of constructibility from a predicate, as in the definition of L[A], the machine is allowed to know whether x ∈ A or not for any x which it is able to produce. The oracle concept leads in turn to the notions of relative decidability and the infinite time Turing degrees. In [HamLew] we presented the basic structural properties of the infinite time Turing degrees, and we aim now to build on that foundation.
We will follow as closely as possible the notation of [HamLew] . In particular, we write ϕ A p (x) to denote the output of program p on input x with oracle A, and we write ϕ p,α (x) ↓ to mean that the computation of program p on input x converges in fewer than α many steps. We will generally denote reals by a, b, c and x, y, z and sets of reals by A, B and C. Thus, when we mention oracles A and a without further explanation, we intend that A should be taken as a set of reals and a as an individual real. Since we proved in [HamLew] that every real x is equivalent to the set A x of truncated initial segments of x (with 0s appended), the case of set oracles A subsumes that of real oracles a. We write A ≤ ∞ B to mean that the characteristic function of A is computable from B. This leads naturally to the strict computability relation < ∞ and the degree relation ≡ ∞ . The lightface halting problem is
with the corresponding lightface jump defined by
Similarly, the boldface halting problem is
with the corresponding boldface jump defined by A = { p, x | ϕ A p (x) ↓ }. In [HamLew] we proved, for example, that A < ∞ A ▽ < ∞ A . If y is a real coding a relation ⊳ on (a subset of) ω with order type α, then y ↾ β is the real coding the restriction of the relation ⊳ to its first β many elements. An ordinal is writable if there is a machine which on input 0 gives as output a real coding that ordinal. An ordinal is clockable when it is the length of a halting infinite time Turing machine computation. As always, we denote the supremum of the writable ordinals by λ and the supremum of the clockable ordinals by γ. A real is eventually writable when it eventually appears on the output tape during the computation of an infinite time Turing machine on input 0, never subsequently to be changed (but the machine need not halt). A real is accidently writable when it appears on one of the tapes during a computation on input 0. We say that an ordinal is eventually or accidentally writable when it is coded by a real which is, respectively, eventually or accidentally writable. We denote the supremum of the eventually writable ordinals by ζ and the supremum of the accidently writable ordinals by Σ. The results of [HamLew] establish, for example, that λ ≤ γ and λ < ζ < Σ.
The proof of our Main Theorem has been considerably simplified by the recent result of Philip Welch [Wel98a] which answers what was probably the primary open question of [HamLew] , namely, the question whether every clockable ordinal is writable. Let us therefore paraphrase Welch's argument here.
Theorem 1.1 (Welch) Every clockable ordinal is writable. In particular, λ = γ.
Proof: By results of [HamLew] , it suffices to show that ζ > γ. (The basic reason for this is that there can be no clockable ordinals between λ and ζ, indeed, between λ and Σ, for if β is clockable and accidently writable, then we can search for a real coding an ordinal which is long enough to support that computation, and halt when we find one. So β would be writable. Thus, in order to prove γ = λ it suffices to show that ζ > γ.)
We begin by showing that in any computation on input 0, if a cell is 0 at Σ, then in fact it must be 0 for the entire time between ζ and Σ. Thus in fact it must stabilize before ζ, being 0 from some point on. Suppose some cell is 0 at Σ for the computation of program p on input 0. We will describe an algorithm which eventually writes a real coding an ordinal which is at least as large as the stabilizing stage of that cell, the stage at which it turns 0 never to change again before Σ. On the side, our algorithm simulates all programs on input 0, and thereby produces a steady stream of all accidentally writable reals coding ordinals. For each such real w produced, the algorithm simultates the computation of p along the ordinal α coded by w, and looks for the stage β when the values of the cell have stabilized at 0, if indeed they have stabilized before α. Using w the algorithm is able to write a real coding β. Now, the algorithm checks the output tape to see if the real on the output tape codes an ordinal at least as large as β. If so, the algorithm leaves the output tape unchanged. If β is larger than what appears on the output tape, then the algorithm replaces the output tape with the real coding β. The key idea is that eventually the algorithm will see accidentally writable ordinals which are larger than the true stabilizing point below Σ, and at such a stage, we will write an ordinal which is at least as large as the true stabilizing point on the output tape. After this, the output tape will never change, because no other accidentally writable real can support a computation with a larger stabilizing point than the true stabilizing point. Thus, our algorithm eventually writes an ordinal which is at least as large as the stabilizing point of the computation, so this stabilizing point must be eventually writable, as we claimed.
Similarly, if a cell is eventually 1 before Σ, then in fact it must be 1 the entire time between ζ and Σ, and in fact must be 1 constantly from some point before ζ. What the discussion until now shows is that the stage Σ snapshot of any computation on input 0 is the same as the stage ζ snapshot, and this is true in the strong sense that any cell which is 0 at Σ is 0 between ζ and Σ. Consequently, any computation which does not halt by ζ will be endlessly repeating. Consequently, ζ is at least as large as γ. Theorem
The proof proceeded by establishing the following fact. Of course, we mean this in the strong sense, so that no cell which is 0 at ζ ever turns to 1 between ζ and Σ; thus, the computation is truly in an endlessly repeating loop. The theorem generalizes easily to any oracle, so that we have λ A = γ A for any oracle A. §2 A negative solution to Post's problem for supertasks Let us now prove the main theorem in the context of degrees represented by a real, namely, that there are no such degrees between 0 and 0 ▽ . Thus, in the reals there are only two semi-decidable supertask degrees.
Main Theorem 2.1 There are no reals z such that 0 < ∞ z < ∞ 0 ▽ .
Proof: Suppose towards a contradiction that 0 < ∞ z < ∞ 0 ▽ . Thus, with oracle 0 ▽ there is a program p yielding a halting program on input 0 with output z. Consider now the algorithm with no oracle which computes approximations to 0 ▽ by simulating all computations and keeping track of which programs have halted.
Thus, at any stage, this algorithm has a current best guess for 0 ▽ , namely, the set of programs which have halted on input 0 by that stage. Eventually, of course, by stage γ, the program will have simulated the computations for long enough so that all the programs which will ever halt have already halted, and the true approximation will be reached, the stage when the best approximation to 0 ▽ is actually 0 ▽ itself. Of course, our algorithm has no way of realizing that it has reached the true approximation, and will forever continue to simulate the computations, waiting for more programs to halt. In any case, for each of the approximations to 0 ▽ along the way, let our algorithm use it as an oracle with program p in an attempt to write the real z, and to continue doing so until the next better approximation to 0 ▽ is found. Eventually, of course, the true approximation to 0 ▽ will be reached, and this true approximation will support a computation by the program p yielding the real z (while our algorithm continues searching for better approximations to 0 ▽ ). This algorithm shows that the real z is eventually writable. Let us think a bit more about this algorithm. Suppose first that z is not produced by any of the proper approximations to 0 ▽ , and first appears only after the true approximation 0 ▽ has been produced. In this case, with z as an oracle, we could recognize 0 ▽ as the first approximation to produce z with program p. This contradicts our assumption that z < ∞ 0 ▽ . Therefore, second, it must be that z is produced by one of the proper approximations to 0 ▽ , appearing at some stage before γ. Since the approximations remain unchanged until the next program halts, the proper approximations are all writable, and consequently z is computable from a writable oracle. Thus, z must itself be writable, contradicting our assumption that 0 < ∞ z. We conclude that no such z exists. Theorem
The theorem generalizes easily to oracles: Theorem 2.2 For any real a there is no real z such that a < ∞ z < ∞ a ▽ . Indeed, for any oracle A there is no real z such that A < ∞ A ⊕ z < ∞ A ▽ .
Proof: Suppose towards a contradiction that
with A and h A as oracles there is a program p yielding a halting computation on input 0 with output z. With only the oracle A, now, consider the algorithm which computes approximations to h A and for each of these approximations, together with A, attempts to write z with program p. If none of the proper approximations is able to produce z in this way then z will only appear after the true approximation to h A appears, and so from A and z we could recognize h A , contradicting A ⊕ z < ∞ A ▽ . Thus, it must be that with oracle A and one of the proper approximations to h A , we can write z. Since all such proper approximations are A-writable, it follows that
The non-existence of real degrees between a real a and it's jump a ▽ means of course that the structure of the supertask degrees differs remarkably from the classical analogue. The Sack's Density theorem, for example, obviously cannot hold in the context of the supertask degrees on the reals. Does it hold for supertask degrees in general, that is, in the context of sets of reals? Let us emphasize that while the previous theorems show that there are no noncomputable reals below 0 ▽ , the results of section four will show that there is a rich degree structure between 0 and 0 ▽ when it comes to sets of reals. In particular, we will show that there are many degrees A such that 0 < ∞ A < ∞ 0 ▽ . This is what makes the next corollary so intriguing.
Lowness Corollary 2.3 Every degree below
0 ▽ is low. That is, if A < ∞ 0 ▽ , then A ▽ ≡ ∞ 0 ▽ . In fact, for any degree A, if 0 ▽ ≤ ∞ A then A ▽ = A ⊕ 0 ▽ . Proof: Certainly A ⊕ 0 ▽ ≤ ∞ A ▽ since A ▽ computes both A and 0 ▽ . If 0 ▽ ≤ ∞ A and A ⊕ 0 ▽ < ∞ A ▽ , then A < ∞ A ⊕ 0 ▽ < ∞ A ▽ , contradicting the previous theorem. Consequently, if 0 ▽ ≤ ∞ A then it must be that A ▽ ≡ ∞ A ⊕ 0 ▽ . Therefore, in particular, if A < ∞ 0 ▽ then certainly 0 ▽ ≤ ∞ A and so A ▽ ≡ ∞ A ⊕ 0 ▽ ≡ ∞ 0 ▽ . So A is low, as desired.
Corollary
Corollary 2.4 More generally, for any real
Proof: This general argument is no more difficult. Suppose that b ≤ ∞ A and
Perhaps the main idea behind the proof of the Main Theorem is the following principle:
Theorem 2.5 For any oracle A we have 0 ▽ ≤ ∞ A if and only if λ < λ A . Indeed, whenever A ≤ ∞ B, then A ▽ ≤ ∞ B if and only if λ A < λ B .
Proof: If B computes A ▽ then B can write a real coding the pre-order in which p⊳q when ϕ A p (0) halts before ϕ A q (0), which by results in [HamLew] has order-type λ A . Conversely, if B can write a real coding λ A , then B knows how to long to wait for the A-computations to halt, and so it can compute h A . Since A ≤ ∞ B, this means that A ▽ ≤ ∞ B. Theorem §3 The eventually and accidentally writable degrees Given that in the reals there are no degrees between 0 and 0 ▽ , and more generally no reals between any real a and a ▽ , it is natural to iterate the jump ▽ operator and the build a kind of backbone to the supertask degrees, namely, the following sequence
We simply apply the ▽ operator at successor stages, and take a kind of sum at limit stages, using a real coding the ordinal in question. Specifically, we inductively define 0 ▽ α y , whenever y is a real coding a relation ⊳ on ω with order type α. At successor stages, if y codes α + 1, we simply apply the ▽ operator:
At limit stages, when y codes a limit ordinal α, we take a sum:
where we use the real y to organize the information. That is, with suitable coding
| n has order type β in ⊳ }. Of course, in the notation 0 ▽ α y the superscript α is redundant, since y codes α, but we nevertheless retain it for the suggestion that we are iterating the▽ operator; later for eventually writable ordinals α we will give an independent meaning to 0 ▽ α free of any code for α. Perhaps the clearest way to picture 0 ▽ α y is as an α × ω matrix whose rows are organized using the relation coded by y; the 0 th row is trivial, the next row is always the ▽ of the previous row, and the limit rows are the sum, organized using the corresponding restriction of y, of the previous rows. It is a relatively straightforward exercise, by considering the programs which halt if a specific bit of the oracle is on or off, to verify that y itself is computable from 0 ▽ α y . There is, of course, a natural connection between this backbone sequence and the eventually writable degrees. In [HamLew] and in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we argued that the halting problem 0 ▽ is eventually writable; one simply embarks on the supertask algorithm which simulates all programs on input 0, waits for them to halt and keeps track of which ones have halted. At every stage one has an approximation to 0 ▽ , namely, the set of programs which have halted by that stage. Eventually, of course, the simulations will have proceeded long enough that every program which will ever halt has already halted, and the true stage is reached, the stage by which the approximation to 0 ▽ is 0 ▽ itself. The conclusion is that 0 ▽ is eventually writable.
The same argument shows that if a real z is eventually writable, then so is z ▽ ; one simply embarks on the computation which eventually writes z, and for each approximation to z encountered along the way, embark on the simulation of all computations which on input 0 use this real as an oracle and, by keeping track of which programs have halted, obtain an approximation to z ▽ . Eventually, the true approximation to z appears, and after this, after all the computations which halt using z as an oracle have halted, the correct z ▽ is eventually written. For any real z let us define the proper approximations to z ▽ as the approximations which appear on the output tape, using z as an oracle, before the true approximation appears. Thus, the proper approximations to z ▽ are simply the sets of programs which, with z as an oracle, halt before some given z-clockable stage.
More generally still, piling approximation upon approximation, one can iterate this idea given a code y for any ordinal α. One simply uses y to organize an α × ω matrix, placing all 0s in the 0 th row, and using each row as an oracle to approximate its jump in the next row. Each limit row β is simply the sum of the information in the previous rows, using y ↾β to organize the sum. Thus, for example, the algorithm waits for programs to halt in order to approximate 0 ▽ in the first row, and for each such approximation it waits for programs to halt on that oracle to approximate 0 ▽ 2 in the second row, and so on. Each time a new program halts in some row β,
we update the approximation in row β and completely erase the approximations appearing in all rows above β (since they depended on incorrect information in row β). In order to avoid the accumulating garbage at limits of these erasures, we also completely erase any row at a stage which is a limit of stages where we erased that row (since these approximations also depend on incorrect information). Eventually, the first row will attain the true approximation to 0 ▽ , and will never subsequently be erased. Gradually every row in turn will similarly stabilize, and in the end we will have eventually written 0 ▽ α y . What the procedure shows is that 0 ▽ α y is eventually y-writable. Consequently, if y itself is eventually writable, then 0 ▽ α y is eventually writable. Perhaps this procedure, in which the approximations to an eventually writable real are used to generate further approximations which are in turn used for further approximations and so on transfinitely, can best be viewed as a kind of transfinite-injury priority construction. We injure the approximations to the later iterates when we learn new, better information about the earlier iterates.
Let us define the proper approximations to 0 ▽ α y , with oracle y coding α, as the reals coding the α × ω matrices (organized using y) which appear in the preceding transfinite-injury computation before the true approximation appears.
Proper The next lemma is a generalization of the Main Theorem. Whereas the Main Theorem shows that there are no reals between any a and a ▽ , the following lemma shows more, that no reals sneak into the limit stages in the transfinite iteration of the ▽ operator.
Continuity Lemma
Proof: Let us suppress the subscript y, using always y or the appropriate restriction y ↾ β as the case may be. Consider the algorithm which with oracle x first writes y and then computes approximations to 0 ▽ α by recursion along the order given by y, in the transfinite-injury manner previously described. Since x is computed by some program p on input 0 using the oracle 0 ▽ α , we can for each of our approximations simulate the operation of program p using the approximation as our oracle. If x only appears after the true approximation 0 ▽ α is produced, then we could recognize 0 ▽ α as the first approximation able to produce x and thereby conclude x ≡ ∞ y ⊕0 ▽ α .
Alternatively, suppose one of the proper approximations to 0 ▽ α is able to produce
x. By the previous lemma, all such proper approximations are y ⊕ 0 ▽ β -writable §3 The eventually and accidentally writable degrees 11 for some β < α. And since we could use x to recognize the first approximation to produce x, we conclude that x ≡ ∞ y ⊕ 0 ▽ β for some β < α, as desired. Lemma Continuity Corollary 3.3 In particular, if y is a writable real coding α, then every x computable from 0 ▽ α y is equivalent to 0
Often, we only care about the degree of 0 ▽ α y , rather than the particular instantiation with the particular code y; the next lemma shows that provided one does not try to sneak undue complexity into these codes, the degree of 0 ▽ α y does not depend on y. Specifically, we define that y and z, both coding the same ordinal α, are hereditarily equivalent when for every β ≤ α we have y ↾ β ≡ ∞ z ↾ β. Any two writable reals coding the same ordinal, for example, are hereditarily equivalent. We now define 0 ▽ α , when α is a writable ordinal, to be the degree of 0 ▽ α y where y is a writable real coding α. Since any two writable reals coding α are hereditarily equivalent, 0 ▽ α is well-defined. We thereby obtain the backbone sequence of degrees
by iterating through the writable ordinals.
Backbone Continuity Theorem 3.5 The backbone sequence, iterated through the writable ordinals, is continuous; namely, whenever α is a writable limit ordinal, 0 ▽ α is a minimal upper bound of 0 ▽ β for β < α.
Proof: This follows immediately by Corollary 3.3. Theorem
By the end of this section, we aim to show the same result for the iterations through the eventually writable ordinals and what is more, that this backbone sequence exhausts the eventually writable degrees. In particular, the eventually writable degrees are well-ordered! Thus, in the previous theorem we will actually know that 0 ▽ α is the least eventually writable upper bound to the 0 ▽ β . In order to prove these things, let us develop a bit of the theory of the eventually and accidentally writable degrees. We say that a real appears at time α when it is written on one of the tapes at stage α during the (possibly non-halting) supertask computation of some program p on input 0.
Timing Theorem 3.6 (Welch) Just as the writable reals are those appearing before time λ on an infinite time Turing computation with input 0, the eventually writable reals are those which appear before time ζ, and the accidentally writable reals are those which appear before time Σ.
Proof: Perhaps this is implicit in [Wel98a] . Every writable real appears of course at a clockable stage, and therefore before stage γ = λ. Conversely, it is not difficult to argue that any real which appears at a writable stage is writable. Skipping now to the accidentally writable reals, Lemma 1.2 shows that any computation on input 0 either halts before λ or else obtains its repeating snapshot by stage ζ, repeating it by stage Σ. Thus, any accidentally writable real must appear before stage Σ. And obviously any real which appears before Σ is accidentally writable. Considering now the eventually writable reals, if a real z appears before stage ζ during the computation of program p on input 0, then we could eventually write a real coding the ordinal stage when it appeared, and simultaneously eventually write the real appearing at that stage in the computation of p on input 0, thereby eventually writing z. Conversely, if a real z is eventually writable, then since it must appear before stage Σ we could, while computing approximations to z, search for a real coding an ordinal long enough to see that z has appeared, and thereby succeed in eventually writing a real coding the ordinal stage at which z first appeared. So this must be an eventually writable ordinal. Theorem Longest Computation Lemma 3.7 There is a single program p which on input 0 takes as long as is possible to repeat, namely, it first attains its repeating snapshot at stage ζ, first again repeated at stage Σ.
Proof: This lemma was also observed by Welch. Note that Lemma 1.2 establishes that the stage ζ snapshot of any supertask computation on input 0 repeats again at stage Σ. The issue is whether this snapshot appears also before ζ or between ζ and Σ.
We claim first that the eventually writable reals cannot all appear by some stage β bounded below ζ. To see this for any particular β, consider the algorithm which eventually writes a real coding β, and for each approximation β ′ to β makes a table with β ′ many rows and simulates all programs on input 0 for β ′ many steps of computation. After this, the algorithm diagonalizes against this table to write a real which does not appear on any computation before stage β ′ , and then continues to search for better approximations to β. When the true approximation to β is achieved, this algorithm will eventually write a real which does not appear before stage β, as we claimed.
Let now p be the program which on input 0 simultaneously simulates all computations on input 0. By the observation of the previous paragraph, this algorithm will not reach its repeating snapshot before stage ζ. Since Lemma 1.2 shows that the stage ζ snapshot repeats at stage Σ, it remains only to show that the stage ζ snapshot does not repeat before stage Σ. Consider now the algorithm which searches for all accidentally writable reals which code ordinals, and tests them to see if they code an ordinal long enough to reach the repeating stage of our program p. If p repeats at some stage α < Σ, then such a real will eventually be found, and this second algorithm could write a real coding α. But certainly α can not be writable, since p does not repeat until ζ, so the program p must not repeat again until stage Σ. Lemma
What the argument establishes is that any computation which does not attain its repeating snapshot until stage ζ, the latest possible stage, will not repeat this snapshot again until stage Σ, the longest possible delay.
Linearity Theorem 3.8 The accidentally writable reals are linearly ordered by ≤ ∞ , and this order agrees with their order of first appearance. Namely, if x appears accidentally before or at the same time as y, then x ≤ ∞ y. Hence, the accidentally writable reals are actually well-ordered by ≤ ∞ .
Proof: Of course, we really mean pre-orders here, because one must work modulo ≡ ∞ in order to have an actual order. Suppose that x and y are accidentally writable, appearing first at stages α and β by programs p and q, respectively, on input 0, and that α ≤ β. By the Timing Theorem 3.6, it must be that β is below Σ. Thus, using y as an oracle, we can search for a real z coding an ordinal which is large enough for y to appear in the simulation of q, that is, which is at least β. Since we could easily output such a real z when we found it, the first such z we encounter is computable from y. (And actually, from z we could run the computation on which y appears for exactly β steps, thereby concluding y ≡ ∞ z.) Furthermore, there is some natural number n which is the α th element in the order coded by z, and so using z we can run the computation on which x appears for exactly α many steps, and thereby write x. So x ≤ ∞ z ≤ ∞ y, as desired. Theorem
Let us say that a degree is accidentally or eventually writable, respectively, when there is a representative real in the degree which is accidentally or eventually writable.
Corollary 3.9 The eventually writable degrees have order type ζ.
Proof: If a real y is computable from an eventually writable real z, then y is also eventually writable, and furthermore, the entire computation sequence showing that y ≤ ∞ z is eventually writable. Thus, for any eventually writable ordinal β, we can search for and eventually write a listing of (the first representatives encountered for) the first β many eventually writable reals. Thus, since this list is eventually writable, it does not contain all the eventually writable reals. Thus, there are at least ζ many eventually writable degrees. There can be no more than this on account of Theorems 3.8 and 3.6. Corollary
Now it is clear how we may continue the backbone sequence of degrees into the eventually writable ordinals. At successor stages we simply apply the ▽, so that
And at limit stages α, since the eventually writable degrees are well-ordered, we simply take a supremum
Since this definition agrees with the earlier one when α is writable, we have a uniform definition of the backbone sequence of degrees
where we iterate through the eventually writable ordinals. And by construction, using the order topology on the ordinals and on the eventually writable degrees, this sequence is continuous. §3 The eventually and accidentally writable degrees 15
Backbone Theorem 3.10 The eventually writable degrees are exactly the degrees on the backbone sequence.
Proof: Certainly all the degrees on the backbone sequence are eventually writable. Conversely, by the Main Theorem no degrees appear between a backbone degree 0 ▽ α and its successor 0 ▽
α+1
; by continuity no degrees can sneak in at the limit stages; and by the previous corollary no eventually writable degrees appear on top of or to the side of the backbone sequence. Thus, the backbone sequence exhausts all the eventually writable degrees. Theorem
Although we have defined 0 ▽ α as the supremum of the previous degrees when α is an eventually writable limit ordinal, we would rather define every 0 ▽ α concretely as the degree of 0 ▽ α y for some eventually writable real y coding α, in analogy with our definition for the writable ordinals. The problem with this approach is that even if one always uses a y of least possible degree, two such y need not necessarily be hereditarily equivalent; indeed, under this definition 0 ▽ α would be ill-defined, because some such y could code a lot of extra information into y ↾ ω, for example, and then 0 We conclude this section by showing how to cap off the backbone sequence with the accidentally writable degrees. The fact is that we need add only one more degree! This was also observed by Welch [Wel98b] .
Maximal Degree Theorem 3.11 The accidentally writable reals have order type ζ + 1 under < ∞ . In particular, there is a unique accidentally writable degree which is not eventually writable. This degree is therefore maximal among all accidentally writable degrees.
Proof: If suffices to argue that there is only one accidentally writable degree which is not eventually writable. Let p be the program as above which on input 0 simulates all programs on input 0, and let z be the stage ζ snapshot of this computation. We argued before that the snapshot z appears first at stage ζ and then is first repeated §3 The eventually and accidentally writable degrees 16 again at stage Σ. Therefore, and this is the key idea, Σ is z-clockable, since with z as an oracle we could simply wait for the second appearance of the snapshot z. It follows by the relativized version of Theorem 1.1 that Σ is z-writable. Suppose now that x is another accidentally writable real, appearing first at some stage α. If α < ζ, then x is eventually writable (and so x ≤ ∞ z since z appears first at stage ζ). Otherwise, ζ ≤ α < Σ. Since z appears at ζ, we know that z ≤ ∞ x, and so it suffices to argue that x ≤ ∞ z. Since Σ is z-writable, it follows also that α and α + 1 are also z-writable, and so with z as an oracle, we can write a real coding α + 1, and then using this real we can simulate the computation on which x appears at stage α, and thereby write x. So x ≤ ∞ z. Theorem It is natural therefore to denote this maximal accidentally writable degree by 0 ▽ ζ , since in the accidentally writable degrees it is the supremum of the 0 ▽ α for α < ζ. The following list
is therefore a complete list of all the accidentally writable degrees. One naturally wants to extend the sequence further, computing 0 ▽ ζ+1 and so. How far can one go?
Remark 3.12 The accidentally writable reals are not closed under ≡ ∞ .
Proof: The proof of the previous theorem shows that Σ is z-writable for the maximal accidentally writable real z. That is, there is a real y ≤ ∞ z which codes Σ. Since z appears at stage Σ of a computation, it follows also that z ≤ ∞ y and so z ≡ ∞ y. But since no accidentally writable real can code Σ, it must be that y is not accidentally writable. Remark Some of the ideas and results of this section are considerably improved upon by Philip Welch in [Wel98b] , where he shows for example that the degrees 0 ▽ α are precisely the master codes of certain models L λ α . We therefore refer the reader to that paper for many interesting further theorems. We will adapt the classical priority argument of Friedburg-Munchnik to the supertask context. This is not a completely straightforward enterprise, for two reasons. First, in the classical argument one can preserve an oracle computation by preserving finitely much information about that oracle and promising not to injure this information later; but in the supertask context an oracle computation can use infinitely much information about the oracle, and we may have difficulty preserving this much information. We will get around this difficulty with a strategic application of the Boundedness Lemma, below, by only adding writable reals to the oracle which have not appeared as queries on the previous computations. The second, more serious difficulty is that in the classical context oracle computations can be diagonalized against by simply handling finite length computations using approximations to the oracles; but in the supertask context an oracle can potentially yield very long halting computations which cannot be foreseen by an algorithm equipped only with approximations to that oracle. Simply put, oracle computations can easily halt beyond γ, and we may have difficulty diagonalizing against such computations. Our solution to this difficulty will lie in the Reflection Lemma, below. We will take care to ensure that the oracles that we construct do not yield new clockable ordinals above γ. Indeed, this precaution is absolutely necessary, because if an oracle can halt beyond γ, then it would be able to compute 0 ▽ and therefore could not possibly be the kind of oracle we desire.
Boundedness Lemma 4.2
There is no halting computation on input 0 in which every writable real accidently appears. Hence, for any clockable ordinal α there is a writable real which does not appear accidentally on any computation before α.
Proof: Since α is clockable, it is also writable, and consequently the entire sequence of snapshots detailing the computation of length α is writable. Thus, all these snapshots are also writable, and by diagonalizing against the reals appearing on the computation we can output a writable real not on the computation. By carrying out this procedure with respect to all programs simultaneously, we obtain a single writable real which does not appear on any computation on input 0 before stage α. Lemma Our general technique for constructing a semi-decidable oracle A will be to gradually place writable reals into A as the construction proceeds. The oracle A, therefore, will be the union of the approximation oracles A α , the set of reals added before stage α. We promise to only add reals to A at clockable stages, and because of this the true approximation A γ , which appears at stage γ, will be A itself. We imagine that A is represented on the tape as the reals which appear as rows in an ω × ω matrix (suitably coded on a portion of the scratch tape). If at some clockable stage we want to add to A the writable real x, produced by program p, then we will write x in the p th row of this matrix. In particular, a writable real will only be added to A after the program which produced this real has halted. We imagine that in the background of the construction we are simulating all programs on input 0, thereby producing a steady stream of writable reals and information about which programs have produced which reals and in which order they halted. The approximation A α is simply the set of reals which have appeared as rows in the matrix by stage α. Since no supertask algorithm on input 0 can halt beyond γ, it is impossible for our procedure to know when it has reached the true stage, and so even when the true approximation A = A γ has been written out on the tape, at stage γ, the algorithm will nevertheless continue trying to build better approximations to A, not realizing that it has exhausted the clockable ordinals. This interesting state of affairs, in which the true oracle has been correctly written on the tape, but the algorithm does not know that it has finished, provides the key technique of our argument. Reflection Lemma 4.3 Suppose a set A, consisting entirely of writable reals, is the semi-decidable union of approximations A α according to a computable procedure in the manner described above, and that ϕ A p (x) ↓= 0 for some writable real x. Then there are unboundedly many clockable ordinals α < γ such that ϕ Aα p,α (x) ↓= 0. Proof: Consider the algorithm which searches for a nonclockable stage β such that
